
Let Us Walk with Rosalie…                             
  

       

 

 

 

 

The general theme chosen for this year is: Be allowed to be touched by the 

misery of others is to meet God. We will have three reflections to help us 

discover how God calls us to be merciful. In the first movement God sends 

us out to our suffering brothers and sisters, this is followed by the call to 

action and finally the transformation that takes place within us as a result. In 

this edition we will look at how God sends us out to be with our suffering 

brothers and sisters. 

 

The Lord said, “I have indeed seen the misery of my people. I have 

heard them crying out, so now go, I am sending you.” (Ex 3, 7-10) 

 

Awareness of the Misery  

 

Charitable love was an innate part of Rosalie’s life from the time she was 

very young. She grew up in a family where she experienced firsthand the 

quality of the hospitality extended by her parents to those in need, to the 

‘beggars’, to the families who had nothing, to the travelers on the Chemin du 

Roy who were welcomed into their home and given food and lodging. In one 

of the testimonials of the Positio we read; “Rosalie often gave of her own 

clothing so the poor could have something to wear and readily extended the 

gentlest of care to the sick.” 

 

Rosalie was brought up to be aware of the reality of those in need. 

 

 

The Path that Leads to Those Who Suffer 

 

After having seen the pain and suffering of many, Rosalie found herself 

pregnant and in the same situation as those she so often helped. She came 

face to face with the serious difficulties that befell her own family when they 

lost everything they owned, her husband Jean-Marie fell into depression, 
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when they had to move to Montreal and deal with the poverty, uncertainty 

and hard work that went into ‘making ends meet’. Five years later she 

became a widow.  

 

One would think that after all of these trials Rosalie would have given up. 

But such was not the case! Her capacity for forgiveness and her deep faith 

made it possible for her to be touched by the pain and suffering of others in 

whom she saw God. Rosalie never stopped reaching out to those in need. 

 

Misery Today 

What does misery look like today? Granted, there are people who have 

nothing to eat, nothing to wear, have no country, suffer severe physical 

limitations, who feel no one loves them, that they are rejected by society, 

who do not love themselves, who have no self-esteem, no self-confidence 

etc.  

 

But isn’t the greatest pain of all, the one that comes from closing oneself off 

and obsessing over his/her hardships, of being afraid to open up to the other, 

to the all of the other, to ask for help? Closing in on oneself is deadly, 

whereas openness leads to greater life. Both parties must accept to take a 

step, the one who is experiencing the pain and the one who is watching it 

happen. By reaching out to others we alleviate their suffering and we heal 

our own pain. We give and we receive, in one and the same movement of 

unconditional love 

 

Where Am I with Regards to this Misery? 

In Scripture we see that Jesus was moved, that his heart was filled with 

compassion. Like with the widow of Naim, “When the Lord saw her, his 

heart overflowed with compassion. ‘Don't cry!’ he said.” (Luke 7, 13) 

 

This outward movement to others in their time of pain is not innate to us, nor 

is it something we do automatically.  

 

 Do I feel at a loss when confronted with the pain and suffering of 

others? 

 



 Am I inclined to look away, to hide from their pain and suffering?  

 

 Does the pain and suffering of the other remind me of my own 

pain and suffering, my powerlessness?  

 

 Do I have the impression that the pain and suffering of others 

disturbs my personal tranquility, happiness and comfort?  

 

 Or on the contrary, am I open and receptive to the suffering and 

pain of others? 

 

 Do I feel exhausted at having to show so much compassion? 

 

 

The awareness of my reaction to the pain and suffering of others should help 

me turn to God so I can adjust my way of living compassion and establish a 

better balance within myself.  

 

When confronted with our human limitations, with the pain and suffering of 

others, let us turn to God in prayer and ask the Holy Spirit to guide us, 

sustain us, inspire us and strengthen the being of compassion that lives 

within us.  

 

 

 

 


